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Abstract

The United States is an “interest group society” and federal statistical policy, like all other aspects of contemporary American political life, is dominated by well-organized interest groups. The public review to revise the “Standards for the Classification of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity,” formerly known as “Statistical Policy Directive 15,” was notable for the significant presence of minority population interest groups. The politics of representation in the national statistical system during the 1970s is the subject of this article. The first part of the article summarizes the role that interest groups played in the recent debates on revising Statistical Policy Directive 15. The second part of the article discusses the origins of national statistics on minorities and their efforts during the 1970s to achieve inclusion in the body politic through representation in the federal statistical and administrative reporting systems. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The decades since the 1960s have witnessed extraordinary growth of special interest groups with access to extensive technical and material resources. They can be influential beyond their numbers in the public policy process, as well as in influencing administrative policy regarding rules for statistical and administrative data collection and reporting. The business sector, public interest groups, professional and voluntary associations, and the Academy have dominated nearly every policy issue concerning government information and data production, management, dissemination, and reporting since the 1970s.

Interest groups were a visible presence during the administrative review process that took place between 1993 and 1997, to revise the “Standards for the Classification of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity,” known formerly as Statistical Policy Directive 15. The policy issue of a classification system for racial and ethnic data was particularly salient for minority population groups. Very high stakes, both symbolic and material, were associated with the categories of race and ethnicity. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB), which is responsible for federal statistical policy through its Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, became the focus of organized lobbying. Congressional advocates were skillfully employed to support the efforts of the minority population interest groups.

This article discusses the origins of the participation of minority population on interest groups in the public review to modify the Directive, to understand how the public review was implicated historically in the larger issues of representation of minority populations in the national statistical system. This article extends earlier discussions of the relationships between the classification of race and ethnicity and the decennial census, the politics of reclassifying racial and ethnic data, and the interdependence of classification systems with public policy and social and political life. It provides additional evidence for Stratford’s claim that statistics are “an imperfect representation of reality,” and for Thernstrom’s contention that statistics “conceal subjective judgments and obscure complex normative issues.”

The first part of the article briefly describes the role that interest groups played in the public review to modify the Directive, to understand how the public review was implicated historically in the larger issues of representation of minority populations in the national statistical system. This article extends earlier discussions of the relationships between the classification of race and ethnicity and the decennial census, the politics of reclassifying racial and ethnic data, and the interdependence of classification systems with public policy and social and political life. It provides additional evidence for Stratford’s claim that statistics are “an imperfect representation of reality,” and for Thernstrom’s contention that statistics “conceal subjective judgments and obscure complex normative issues.”

The first part of the article briefly describes the role that interest groups played in the public review to modify the Directive, establishing the contemporary context for minority group participation during the 1970s that led to the development of national statistics on minority populations. The second section provides a framework for understanding the historical exclusion and representation of minority populations in official record keeping systems. Subsequent sections discuss the importance of national statistics for minority populations, the intervention of political elites on behalf of minorities, and their political action to achieve inclusion in the body politic through representation in the federal statistical and administrative reporting systems.


Interest groups were active participants in the debates over Statistical Policy Directive 15 between 1988 and 1997. The pervasive role of the academic community was witnessed in the numerous academics who testified at congressional hearings and responded to the
language of the Federal Register Notices issued by the OMB on Statistical Policy Directive 15.\textsuperscript{8} University demographers, sociologists, and public policy analysts were highly influential during the entire assessment. They were an especially visible presence in the design and evaluation of research on the effects of modifying the racial and ethnic categories, and they provided important testimony at the 1993 and 1997 congressional hearings.\textsuperscript{10} Their research served to justify the recommendations made by the Interagency Committee for the Review of Standards for Data on Race and Ethnicity and the final OMB decisions on the revision of the standard.\textsuperscript{11}

Business interests testified against altering Statistical Policy Directive 15, in 1988, after the OMB issued a draft Statistical Policy Circular in the Federal Register that solicited public comment on a comprehensive review of Statistical Policy Directive 15.\textsuperscript{12} Although the public record does not indicate the reasons for their opposition, one spokesman, some years later, argued that changes would be expensive to implement, a position maintained by the private sector whenever new government regulations for information or data reporting are required.\textsuperscript{13} The advice of the private sector was also sought between 1994 and 1997, during deliberations of the Interagency Committee.\textsuperscript{14}

Between 1988 and 1997, cultural, multiracial and multiethnic, advocacy, and minority population interest groups were a visible presence in congressional and OMB hearings and in the public comments to the OMB’s review of Statistical Policy Directive 15. The political stance of the American Indian, Hispanic, and black interest groups throughout nearly all this period was that the classification system could not be altered or the gains they had made over the last two decades would be jeopardized. They strongly opposed the addition of a multiracial category and a “select more than one race” instruction for the 2000 decennial census race item, which would permit the assignment of multiple racial identities, but accepted, with deep misgivings, the recommendation made by the Interagency Committee for the Review of Standards for Data on Race and Ethnicity, and the OMB’s final decision.\textsuperscript{15} Spokesmen for German American, Asian American, and Arab American organizations argued for the expansion of the categories.

Native Hawaiians were unsuccessful in persuading the Interagency Committee or the OMB to reclassify them as “original peoples” in the American Indian and Alaska Native category — a position strongly opposed by American Indians. American Indians also opposed the reclassification of the “original peoples of Central and South America” in the American Indian and Alaska Native category, but failed to convince either the Interagency Committee or the OMB. The Interagency Committee had not recommended that the Asians and Pacific Islanders be reclassified separately; however, the OMB’s final decision created two new categories, “Asian” and “Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islanders.” “Native Hawaiian” was identified in the list of ethnic groups in the race category. That the Native Hawaiians identity was now explicit in the official nomenclature, was most likely the result of the intense pressure applied by Native Hawaiian interest groups that had mobilized the entire island, mainland, and their state legislative and congressional representatives.\textsuperscript{16}

What the public record on the debates over national statistics shows, however, is that, until the 1970s, minority populations were fundamentally “nonparticipants” in the decision-making process for national statistics.\textsuperscript{17} National population statistics were, as a research analyst for the National Coalition of La Raza noted during a 1975 congressional hearing, “the
sole property and prerogative of the traditionally recognized academic and research community.” Advocacy and political mobilization would be critical for obtaining legitimacy in the development of national statistics on minority populations.

3. Exclusion and recognition in national statistics: artifacts of political life

The US Constitution, hundreds of treaties, federal and state statutes, Supreme Court rulings, and case law have established the legal and political relationship of minorities in the United States. Federal statistics on race and ethnicity are the concretization of legislative initiative and public law, the articulation of “voice”, and who counts in political life. The extensive body of law and limited statistical profile until the last decades of the 20th century reinforce an undeniable reality, that the history of minority populations has historically been one of exclusion, with statistics as a technology employed by the national government for purposes of control and domination rather than a response to their social welfare needs.

Statistics on race and ethnicity are the products of assumptions that have historically dichotomized the society into “White and All Other Races,” erased or created social identity, and reinforced exclusion or inclusion in the body politic. Federal statistics have created a similarity of identity where none existed, as with “Latino” identity based on shared language rather than culture and as with “Asian” identity based on shared discrimination and ethnic stereotyping. At the same time, federal statistics have also reflected a narrow definition of who constitutes a minority population, as well as the balkanized status of minorities in the society. It is these historic conceptions of race and what constitutes a minority population that are fundamental for understanding the production of racial and ethnic group statistics in the national statistical system, and their relationship to law and policy.

While minimal in terms of the information they contained, federal statistics on American Indians and blacks, for whom data had been collected since the 1790 decennial census, constituted the most developed series on minority populations until the 1980s. Vital statistics records have historically identified a category related to the black population, and, as such, birth, death, and immigration records have served as an independent source of data for census estimates, to ascertain the accuracy of census counts for the black population. Supplemental schedules for the American Indian population were administered in 1900, 1930, and 1980.

The decennial census began counting “Orientals” in the 1870 census. Federal statutes, principally those that addressed immigration and naturalization, state statutes dating back to the late 1800s, and Supreme Court rulings, have defined the relationship of the Asian Indian, Chinese, Filipino, Japanese, and Korean populations to American society. Their marginalized status relegated them, like all “non-White” minorities, to the lowest echelons of the social order. Their numerical size restricted by restrictive immigration, exclusion, and right-to-work laws, and concentration in only a few geographic areas of the country, greatly limited their visibility and contributed to rationalizing the lack of statistics on these population groups.

The publication of 1970 statistics on the socio-economic status by nativity, for example, were only available for persons of Chinese and Japanese origin who were first- or
second-generation immigrants. Detailed tabulations of unique ethnic groups were not available, and publications often aggregated ethnic populations, including Pacific Islanders, into one category labeled “Asian” or “Oriental.”

The status of Spanish-speaking populations was established early in the history of the Republic by the Monroe Doctrine and Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848, and codified in a host of exclusionary federal and state immigration, naturalization, employment, taxation, education, and segregation laws. Statistical evidence of Spanish-speaking and Latin American identity became available in national statistics beginning in the mid-1800s, as part of the decennial census information collected on place of birth, parental place of birth, and language spoken in the home, and, specifically, in the 1930 decennial census on the Mexican population. Immigrant peoples originating in Latin American were reported as “Other America,” or broadly classified as originating in “Mexico,” “Central America,” or “South America” prior to 1951. Statistical tables containing detailed information on the different nationality and population groups of Latin America were not published, however, until after the 1970 census (with the exception of data on the origins of the foreign-born population). A key assumption underlying the production and publication of statistics on the Latino and Hispanic populations was that they were geographically concentrated in only a few regions of the country.

4. Minority populations and the importance of federal statistics

The principal policy claims articulated by minority groups have revolved around official recognition of their membership in the polity. Recognition was essential because it brought identity in administrative record keeping systems, entitlements to resources, and participation in the decision-making process for statistical data collection and reporting. The fundamental issue regarding administrative data and reporting systems and the decennial census has always been “access, or the ability of groups and their representatives to gain entry to the political arena in order to have their needs addressed and grievances resolved.”

Population counts are essential for determining political representation, intergovernmental revenue sharing, and contributing to the health and social welfare of the society. Groups must be counted in order to make credible claims for political representation, demonstrate discriminatory practices against them, seek and obtain legal remedies, receive governmental assistance for a host of social programs, and evaluate current, as well as develop new, public policy. Thus, a classification system for racial and ethnic data becomes the foundation for population counts of minority populations.

Thernstrom’s analysis of the 1965 Voting Rights Act and expansion of national statistics on race and ethnicity illustrates just how important population statistics were for minority groups. She writes that, “Population data on the proportion of minorities in a jurisdiction and their residential dispersal, as well as statistical analyses of racial and ethnic voting patterns, came to determine the legality of redistricting plans.” “National statistics,” she continued, “play[ed] an important role in the allocation of political power among whites [and] blacks.” Population counts were essential for resolving redistricting disputes and altering the distribution of power among racial and ethnic groups.
Thernstrom noted that not all minority groups benefited from the 1965 Voting Rights Act. Census statistics did not alter the distribution of electoral power for designated “language minorities” who would be disadvantaged by ballots printed only in English, because the original Voting Rights Act and its subsequent amendments through the early 1970s were specifically designed to prohibit southern states from employing literacy tests to accomplish black disfranchisement. The Act did not recognize electoral disadvantage by virtue of the status of a language minority, although the decennial census identified concentrations of certain minority groups. Political action would be necessary to modify electoral and other disadvantages for these minorities.

5. Participation in the political arena of federal statistics during the 1970s

Minority population interest groups entered the debates over federal statistical policy in the early 1970s, intent on translating Supreme Court rulings, and Great Society legislative initiatives of the previous decades into tangible improvements in social, economic, and political conditions for minorities. They employed statistical data to persuade policy makers of the need for new social welfare policy. Sustained political action was required to ensure production of new statistical series and to make enhancements to administrative record keeping systems that would provide more detailed information on the status of minorities and enable an adequate assessment of the health and welfare of their groups. They also focused their efforts on the decennial census and the operations of the US Bureau of the Census, to improve the quality of the enumeration of minority populations, increase participation in the planning process for the decennial census, increase the number of minorities in senior administrative and executive positions, expand the racial and ethnic group categories, and influence how the categories and numbers would be reported.

Their success in altering the policy debate depended on coalition building with “majority” interest groups and administrative agencies, and on uniting previously unorganized individual ethnic groups. Creating solidarity and emphasizing commonalities were essential for advancing their interests, especially given the powerful political institutional forces that required political strength and a political system in which numbers count. Most often, their principal administrative agency supporters were the US Civil Rights Commission and offices of civil rights within federal agencies.

Existing statistical series on minority populations, however inadequate, played an important role in developing public policy, and were utilized to demonstrate the need for representation and civil rights. National statistics were used extensively to provide evidence of the health and social welfare of minorities and the disadvantaged, as well as the need for new social welfare policy. For example, coalitions of American Indian tribes and council leaders, with supporting testimony from agencies like the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service, relied on the decennial census population counts, and administrative reporting systems to demonstrate that the American Indian population was especially disadvantaged. The Bureau of the Census’ statistics on minority-owned firms were employed to support increases in contracts for work carried out by members of disadvantaged or minority groups. Spanish-speaking groups relied on data collected by
the US Commission on Civil Rights to present evidence that educational opportunities were inadequate. 38

Minority interest groups were often joined by “majority” groups to lobby for public laws against racial discrimination in housing, equal opportunity, employment, and education. For example, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) worked with the American Civil Liberties Union, American Friends Service Committee, and League of Women Voters to lobby Congress for public laws against racial discrimination in housing.39 In 1970, the National Education Association, National School Boards Association, and American Federation of Teachers, as well as administrative advocates like the US Commission on Civil Rights, joined the NAACP and the California Rural Legal Assistance advocacy group to support legislation that would provide additional assistance for disadvantaged and minority school districts.40 Associations of business organizations, municipal and land use planners, and state and municipal elected officials testified on the importance of accurate counts of minority populations.41

Neither statistical evidence nor the coalitions they built with non-profit and for-profit organizations or administrative agencies were a persuasive tool by themselves. Even though administrative agencies employed potent symbolic gestures and statistics, which were used to advocate on behalf of the dispossessed and disadvantaged minorities, minority population interest groups were not independently powerful constituents, like business groups and the Academy, even when business and the Academy advocated on their behalf. To succeed, they needed — beyond all the available facts and documentary evidence that they could marshal and beyond the broad coalitions forged with majority interest groups — the attention and sponsorship of powerful political elites in the administrative agencies and on the floors of Congress.

Two events are particularly noteworthy for illustrating that political action had to be coupled with the intervention of political elites in both the federal agencies and national legislature. The first was the administrative task to develop OMB Statistical Policy Directive 15. The second was a series of congressional initiatives throughout the 1970s, to improve the quality of national statistics on minorities. These initiatives included collection and reporting of social and economic statistics on the Spanish-speaking population in 1975, improving the enumeration of minorities in the decennial census, and ensuring “voice” in the planning of future censuses.

The events described below also illustrate the dynamics of a highly complex and interdependent political system. Administrative and legislative bodies operated in autonomous spheres but continually responded to cues from their external environment, thus contributing to institutional change that affected the entire political system. Administrative agencies responded to congressional and minority group concerns at the same time that they took independent action to develop administrative and reporting systems for minority statistics.42

6. Administrative elites as advocates for minority population statistics

Public documents show that Secretary Casper Weinberger of the US Department of Health, Welfare and Education took a special interest in a report entitled Higher Education for
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians, completed by the Subcommittee on Minority Education of the Federal Interagency Committee on Education (FICE) in April 1973. He was “apparently particularly interested” in the section of the report that “deplored the lack of useful data on racial and ethnic groups.” Weinberger “encouraged” implementation of a recommendation to “coordinate development of common definitions for racial and ethnic groups; [and] instruct the Federal agencies to collect racial and ethnic enrollment and other educational data.” The following year, in June 1974, FICE created an Ad Hoc Committee on Racial and Ethnic Definitions. Charles E. Johnson, Assistant Chief of the Population Division of the Bureau of the Census, and whose research on the quality of census statistics on race and ethnicity had contributed to uncovering measurement error in racial and ethnic group statistics, was named chairman. The participating federal agencies had major responsibilities for collecting or using racial and ethnic data and administering programs for minorities and disadvantaged populations.

The FICE Subcommittee had addressed only the need for Spanish and American Indian origin population statistics; however, the Ad Hoc Committee “determined that useful racial and ethnic data collection would require reference to a broad range of race and ethnicity.” As has been reported elsewhere, the FICE Ad Hoc Committee recommendations were accepted, and the standard became effective in 1977, for all new and revised record keeping systems and, in 1980, for systems that required modification. Over the next two decades, the Directive would alter the statistical data collection and administrative record keeping of federal, state, and municipal governments and the private sector, and would become the foundation of a data infrastructure that supported public law and administrative rules, and regulations regarding the status of minorities in society.

There is, however, no public record of direct minority interest group participation during the FICE Ad Hoc Committee’s deliberations that is reflected in their report. Ad Hoc Committee member Juanita Lott’s prepared statement, nearly 20 years later, for a 1993 congressional hearing on OMB Statistical Policy Directive 15, reveals only that after the Ad Hoc Committee submitted its recommendations, “Persons with origins from the Indian subcontinent were moved from the Caucasian/White category [because] the Association of Indians in America successfully lobbied to be included in the Asian or Pacific Islander category.” To what extent minority population groups participated directly in the Ad Hoc Committee’s deliberations is unknown. The composition of the Ad Hoc Committee membership, represented principally by administrative units tasked with responsibility for minorities and civil rights, would, however, supports a working hypothesis that minority groups were kept informed about the Committee’s work and that their positions were well known to the Ad Hoc Committee. Moreover, some of the language employed by minority population interest groups during congressional hearings was subsequently incorporated in administrative documents like the Ad Hoc Committee recommendations.

7. Congressional advocacy for national statistics on the Spanish-speaking population

Public documents also record intense congressional scrutiny of agency practices during this same period regarding the quality of statistical data on minority populations, which
would ultimately result in the development of statistical series and administrative data systems. The conditions and underrepresentation of the Spanish origin population in federal statistics were, for example, the subject of legislative hearings during the 1970s. The most influential, in terms of improving the collection of federal statistics on the Spanish-speaking population and signaling the need for a “Hispanic” category in a classification system for racial and ethnic data, was a March 1975 congressional hearing on the need for economic and social statistics.

Minority interest groups, as well as various administrative agencies, testified, including the following: the Bureau of Census; the Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service; and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. House Joint Resolution 92, published 2 months earlier, directed the federal government to collect statistics on the Spanish-speaking population, and was signed into law 3 months after the hearing, in June 1975.

Congressman Roybal of California was a major participant in the hearing, identifying the consequences of severe gaps in census, statistical series, and administrative record systems. He noted that the National Center for Health Statistics could not provide reliable estimates on health problems and that the Bureau of Labor Statistics had inadequate employment and unemployment statistics. The National Center for Educational Statistics did not collect ethnic or racial data and the Department of Commerce had “failed to conduct voting and registration surveys on the basis of race and national origin, despite the fact that it is mandated to do so under the Civil Rights Act of 1964.”

Manuel Fierro, testifying on behalf of the National Congress of Hispanic American Citizens, accused the federal agencies of “callous indifference” to the needs of the Spanish-speaking population. “Fundamental data” were needed, “pertinent and faultless information, in order to effectively identify the urgent and special needs of our community, to come to grips with the problems of poverty, deprivation, poor education and housing, unemployment and underemployment, disease and malnutrition which are plaguing our community today.”

Members of the National Council of La Raza also directed their remarks to the quality and inadequacy of existing statistical data, citing numerous examples of agencies that did not collect information on the Hispanic population, although there had been major public policy debates that depended on such statistical evidence. The lack of, as well as the inadequacy of statistical data, “have an inherently discriminatory impact on these communities, and, above all, result in both neglect and discriminatory practices against individuals and families who happen to be Hispanic American, as well as do a disservice to the total American society,” argued Roberto Olivas.

Perhaps most critical for a future classification system for national statistics on race and ethnicity was the need for an appropriate “identifier” and terminology to describe the Spanish-speaking population. The issue was framed as a need to “develop a uniform, national, regional, state, and small areas statistical system specifically including Hispanic Americans as an identifiable statistical set.” Olivas noted La Raza’s “longstanding sense of frustration” because of “failed attempts to persuade federal policy makers and selected public interest groups in the statistics area to understand how they can better serve the real needs of Hispanic Americans with regard to a proper designation, which will produce a more accurate count of today’s Hispanic Americans in this country.” The La Raza spokesman argued that the appropriate term was not “Spanish origin” or
“Spanish surname” but, instead, “Hispanic American,” which would serve as the “umbrella identifier.”

Towards the end of the hearing, Representative Patricia Schroeder (D-CO) requested clarification on the identifier for Spanish origin, asking if the preference were “to see Hispanic or are you saying Spanish origin? Or would you like to see a variety of things such as you do with the Asian Americans?” Olivas referenced La Raza’s testimony, which contained a communication with the Director of the Census Bureau and the minutes of the Advisory Committee on Population Statistics to the Census, which La Raza had attended. The Bureau had responded that, “budget constraints allowed for the inclusion of only 12 census characteristics, and since the Spanish origin population is not necessarily national in scope, this subject was reluctantly excluded from the final publication program.” Olivas continued, noting that the Advisory Committee minutes showed a whole series of identifiers, and, if the term ‘Hispanic American’ were recognized for its role as an umbrella similar to the Asian and others…and then, under those, having the subcategories, I’m sure that no one in the Hispanic community would object to that kind of identifier, because if he were a Cuban or, as you mentioned earlier, through marriage or some other, the offspring of that matrimony could identify with ‘Hispanic American’.

That same language was subsequently incorporated in the April 1975 FICE Ad Hoc Committee report, in a recommendation for a “Hispanic” category, and 2 years later in Revised Exhibit F to OMB Circular No. A-46 (Statistical Policy Directive 15).

8. The 1970 decennial census: the failures of representation

The decennial census is a metaphor for the fabric of American society, representing for minority populations some of the most important official documentation of exclusionary policies and practices that govern the society. During the 1970s, the quality of the decennial census, in particular, the known systematic patterns of relative underenumeration, was the principal issue on the statistical policy agenda for minority population interest groups. Minority populations mobilized, and the US Bureau of the Census faced increasingly severe criticism about the quality of its enumeration. This criticism intersected and was entangled with a host of related issues, including census methodology for classifying and reporting minority populations, enumeration of uncounted ethnic populations, affirmative action, and inadequate representation of minorities in executive positions at the Bureau; participation of minorities in decennial census planning; the logistics of enumeration and community outreach programs; and public policy on political representation and social welfare for disadvantaged peoples.

The decennial census became the subject of numerous congressional hearings during the 1970s, motivated more likely by assessments of the effects of an undercount on intergovernmental revenue transfers for municipalities and states, than by concerns about the dispossessed and uncounted in the society. That the 1970 decennial enumeration of minority groups was incomplete and contained significant measurement error, made it possible, nevertheless,
to mobilize the support of political elites in Congress for significant future improvements in national statistics on race and ethnicity.

Congressmen and interest groups angrily criticized the methodology applied in the 1970 census, the size of the undercount of African–American and Spanish-speaking-origin citizens, and the exclusion of minority populations, including Asians and Pacific Islanders. Echoing the refrain of many other congressmen throughout the decade of the 1970s, Representative Robert Garcia (D-CA) decried at a congressional hearing, where 16 out of 24 witnesses were representatives of minority groups, “Undercounting, especially among minorities, is simply intolerable.”

The core of the controversy over the quality of the 1970 decennial census enumeration was what it implied for political representation and access to resources by minority groups. Whitney Young, Executive Director of the National Urban League, testifying before a congressional committee on the accuracy of the 1970 census enumeration, was severe in his criticism of the Census Bureau for the quality of its count of blacks in the 1960 and 1970 censuses. Describing just how critical the population statistics were to the black community and the response of the black community, he said,

We take the census count as a terribly important factor in determining representation from the black community in the various congressional and legislative bodies, very important in terms of the amount of moneys that are going to be made available in the central cities. Since so much of this is done on a per capita basis, we think it has both programmatic and political significance, so much so, that we on our own allocated from very limited resources $250,000 in order to establish this [national campaign by the Coalition for a Black Count] and in order to make clear that we wanted to be both knowledgeable and responsible in our observations.

Young went on to enumerate the Census Bureau’s “failures,” saying that they were “far too many to list here, but just a few of them, will give you some idea of why we believe that the census is structurally designed not to count minorities.” These included census forms in English, which effectively “ignored” the “huge Mexican-American and Puerto Rican populations in large northern cities and in the Southwest” and led to people not returning census forms because they could not read them; forms never being received in many urban ‘slum tenements’ because mailing lists were outdated; poor management on the part of the Bureau; the lack of assistance centers to help people fill out forms; and no enumerators employed who had “roots in the neighborhood.” He concluded his remarks, “Disastrous social conditions and the tragic plight of the cities make it clear that there’s more at stake here than just numbers.”

The litany of Bureau failures was heard over and over, throughout the 1970s, from other minority groups as well, and the Bureau would become, henceforth, an embattled organization. What an analysis of the political discourse reveals is the repetitive nature, the consistency and similarity of the “flaws” and “defects” that were identified by minority population interest groups, no matter their racial or ethnic group affiliation.

During the congressional hearing on economic and social statistics of the Spanish-speaking population 5 years later, in 1975, La Raza spokesmen criticized the inaccuracy of the enumeration, incompleteness of the count, the use of different identifiers to describe the
population, the decision to exclude a description of the Hispanic American population because it was, according to the Bureau, “not necessarily national in scope,” and the misleading conclusions concerning ethnic identification across and within geographic regions. La Raza spokesman Roberto Olivas concluded his assessment of the quality of the decennial census by affirming the political nature of national statistics.

It is apparent that policy makers and public leaders are addressing themselves less to the social and economic plight facing millions of counted or identified Hispanic Americans, than to the political interests and the politically organized among the individual subgroups at select local levels. Thus, even though the Hispanic American Issue is a national social and economic question, and a national demographic issue, it will become a matter of national policy considerations and national policy formulation only when the policy makers and public leaders — including within the Hispanic American community — transcend preconceptions resulting from racial–ethnic perspectives and identify the issue for what it is: a national social and economic question, and a national political problem.

In underscoring these “preconceptions,” Olivas was also alluding to premises that had guided policy makers to justify the lack of national statistics and decennial census publications on the Hispanic- and Latino-origin population — that it was “regional” and not national in scope, and, therefore, should not be reflected in federal statistical reporting systems.

The Census Bureau would employ a similar justification for reclassifying peoples of Asian Indian heritage in the White/Caucasian category — that the “population [was] too small to be concerned about,” according to Manoranjan Dutta, a witness testifying on behalf of the Association of Indians in America in a June 1976 congressional hearing. Throughout the decades of the 1970s and 1980s, the Bureau resisted identifying what they deemed the “impracticality of listing small minority groups in the census questionnaire.”

Further reinforcing the problematic status of statistics derived from the decennial census and the census as an imperfect representation of social and political life, Asian- and Latino-origin witnesses identified failures to achieve an accurate enumeration as the result of not understanding the uniqueness and nature of social relations and culture of their ethnic groups. Witnesses also linked the quality of census enumeration to their historical status as “undesirables.”

Wayne Horiuchi, representing the Japanese Citizens League, contended that the Bureau of the Census had not addressed the “distinct social and cultural characteristics, which are unique to [Japanese Americans] as an ethnic group” during its 1980 decennial census planning and implementation, and, consequently, the census could result in an “inaccurate count” of his population group. These distinct characteristics included an increasingly high rate of interracial marriage, a high proportion of Japanese language speakers, and “Suspicion of Federal Government Based Upon Past Experience.” Filipino and American Samoan witnesses echoed Horiuchi’s remarks about the effects of intermarriage on the accuracy of counting their ethnic groups. A Polish American witness described Balto-Slavic American employment discrimination, ethnic stereotyping, and underenumeration in the 1970 census. Korean, Chinese, Filipino, American Samoan, and Hawaiian witnesses criticized the effacing of their identity in Census Bureau decisions about how to classify people of mixed ethnic
heritage and the lack of publications and detailed statistical tables that identified specific Asian ethnic groups.  

Lucy Quadrado, a witness who represented the Latino community, identified failures that included the size of the questionnaire form, which required a second form because of the larger household size of Latino populations and due to the multifamily structures of many Hispanic households; a too complex questionnaire for a population whose educational attainment was minimal; and an English-language questionnaire. Furthermore, she noted, the questionnaire form(s) arrived by mail, which did not work well in the densely populated barrios and rural areas, where there was often more than one household in a dwelling unit. Operational problems also contributed to failure: inadequate numbers of well-trained Spanish-speaking enumerators, who were also knowledgeable about the local community. Migration patterns, legal and illegal immigration status, and distrust of local officials who enforced zoning laws that prohibited multifamily members in one house, also contributed to the undercount. Her remarks would be repeated many times by other Latino and Hispanic, Asian, and Pacific Islander witnesses before other congressional committees in the next years and decades, attesting to the intimate link between political life, culture, and enumeration.

Three years later, testifying at another congressional hearing, in 1979, Manoranjan Dutta offered a further elaboration on the failure to achieve an accurate count, tracing it to the context of the Asian American’s “special historical background.” Once again, social history and census enumeration were inextricably bound. “The key issue was perception,” he suggested.

Exclusionary laws and forced immigration could have made Asians perceive that they were to remain as ‘uncounted’ Americans. The perception of the Asian/Pacific Americans was largely that they really did not belong here. Perhaps they were made to perceive that they have been here as transient labor, and that they were not expected to be counted as members of the American society...There is a widely perceived feeling...that they would never be accepted as ‘Americans,’ even if they filled out the census forms. Many years of residence in the United States they take as sojourns away from the lands where they truly ‘belong.’ They themselves seem to have resigned to a state of ‘statelessness’ where enumeration in the census could be of little consideration.

The 1965 Immigration and Naturalization Act and its subsequent amendments altered this history, Dutta acknowledged, but then he went on to say that the effects of exclusionary laws and history of immigration were still evident in perceptions of Asian Americans. “Many of them remain ‘afraid’ to share the perception that they are Americans. They fear that the rest of America, the immigrants from Europe and also those from Africa, really would not welcome them to be Americans. Indeed, they have a strange fear complex.”

Furthermore, he contended, the actions of the US Bureau of the Census only confirmed the Asians’ perceptions of membership in the polity. While black and Hispanic population undercoverage in the 1970 census was identified and served to mobilize these groups for improvements in enumeration, no such studies had been carried out on the Asian American population. The Bureau should have been “more sensitive,” he admonished, and “estab-
lished the case of underenumeration for the Asian/Pacific Americans in the 1970 census” (the Bureau would rectify this following the 1980 census).81

9. Creation of voice in planning the decennial census

Ultimately, minorities deemed that a “place at the table” in planning the decennial census was required to achieve a “voice” in national statistics, to improve the accuracy of the counts for minorities, and to develop detailed categories for the race and ethnicity items. Sustained political action, lawsuits, and actions on the floors of Congress were all necessary to mount sufficient political pressure on the Census Bureau’s resistance to admitting minority populations into the decision-making process.

During a 1976 congressional hearing on the decennial census, Lucy Cuadrado, Chairperson of the Census Advisory Committee on the Spanish Origin Population, acknowledged this historic unresponsiveness of the Bureau and how legal and political action had been necessary. “The Chicano, the Puerto Rican, the Cuban, the black, and others’ leadership have reacted strongly against the 1970 census results. This has been done through legal action in some cases, obtaining support from the US Civil Rights Commission, Congress, and congressional leaders. These efforts culminated in the creation of the advisory committee that I chair.”82

Congressional support made possible effective advocacy by uncounted or undercounted minority groups. The US Bureau of the Census subsequently acceded to demands to increase the listing of ethnic groups, particularly those of smaller minority groups, including those from Latin America and Asia, and to a 100 percent enumeration for an expanded number of ethnic groups identified in the race item in the 1980 census.83 “Dissatisfaction with the count in the 1970 decennial census,” as Harry Scarr, testifying for the US Bureau of the Census put it some years later, would result in the chartering of minority advisory committees by the US Department of Commerce: the black population in 1974, Spanish-origin in 1975, and Asian/Pacific American in 1976.84 “This was progress,” Cuadrado noted.85

Disputes between minority populations and the US Bureau of the Census continued over the next two decades. While many Bureau decisions were contested and minority population interest groups found it necessary to enlist congressional support of their congressional advocates in order to pressure the Bureau into altering its position, incorporating minorities in the planning process resulted in a significant change in the tenor of the political discourse of the interest groups and the Census Bureau. Although criticism continued, minority population interest groups were converted to institutional supporters. They became participants as well as stakeholders in the production of national statistics.

10. Summary and concluding remarks

This historical accounting of the recent development of national statistics on minority populations has provided evidence that racial and ethnic group statistics are artifacts of
political and social life. In the political context in which statistics are developed, public policies on political representation, health, social welfare, and many other social policies have been contested.

The political controversy over revising Statistical Policy Directive 15 on the classification of racial and ethnic data is part of the continuing history of American policy and practices toward minority populations. The federal statistical system has always reflected society’s complex legacy of racial and ethnic identity, one of exclusion, underrepresentation in legislative bodies and public administration, and inequitable access to resources. Until the 1970s, this legacy translated into near invisibility in national statistics and administrative record keeping systems. Political action forced representation through statistics and resulted in inclusion in the body politic.

Political mobilization during the 1970s brought with it increasing possibilities for benefits for minority populations. As with other groups in the American society that have attempted to influence policy makers, minority populations learned that effective participation in the political process required expert technical knowledge of the policy domain and policy process, financial support, and sustained interest in politics. Well-trained and educated staffs displayed the critical analytic skills for understanding the relationship among definitions of terms, categories and classification, and their consequences for public policy. Statistical policy was no longer the “sole property and prerogative of the traditionally recognized academic and research community,” as a research analyst for the National Coalition of La Raza had contended during the 1975 congressional hearing on the collection and reporting of economic and social statistics for Americans of Spanish origin.86

The minority population interest groups were “true believers” who sustained their commitment to improving the lives of their social groups. They understood the complexity of administrative life inside government institutions, where most of the decision making about statistical policy takes place. They became skilled political strategists, and developed access to key decision makers and the organizational and political skills for mobilizing supporters, building coalitions, influencing participants of policy networks, negotiation, and accommodation.

Their success, however, depended on more than activating supporters, political knowledge, material resources, and tenacity. A series of events coalesced to challenge the stability of administrative policy on statistics, making it difficult for political and administrative elites to continue ignoring the problems faced by minority groups and making it possible for them to capture the attention of these elites. Legislative initiatives of the 1960s and the intergovernmental revenue sharing policy that took effect in 1972 resulted in a sea change in how the federal government’s political elites viewed minority statistics. The venue for administrative policy on statistics shifted from mid-level administrators upward to political elites in the federal agencies, to the floors of Congress, and into the public domain. This occurred simultaneously with minority interest groups intensifying their demands for change. Significant conflict about administrative policies on statistics that few interests had previously attended to spilled over into interdependent public policies designed to improve conditions for the disadvantaged. Another mobilizing force was evident as public policy on intergovernmental revenue sharing rationalized improvements in the national statistics for minority populations. As such, crafting a strategy that focused on improving the decennial census was
appropriate, for it could be said to benefit minority and majority populations. Justice would be served for all.

Minority interest groups might never have become independently successful in altering public policy on national statistics. They remained dependent on political elites and other powerful groups in society to defend their interests. Accommodation was necessary, as it was during the 1993–1997 review of Statistical Policy Directive 15. The gains were, nevertheless, theirs. What was accomplished during the 1970s — the activating of constituencies, coalition building, and representation of the dispossessed and disadvantaged — established minority population interests as legitimate. They became an enduring part of American political life. Such has been the trajectory of the development of national statistics on minority populations and a classification system for racial and ethnic data.
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